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. Inspection Summarv -

J.n_soection-on February 20 throuah March 30. 1992
(Report No. 50-306/92006(DRP))

'

areas Inspected: .Special safety inspection by the senior' resident inspector.4

and others'of compliance-issues relating to:an interruption of decay heat:-
removal during reduced inventory operations-at Unit-= 2 on February 20,1992.

- Resul ts: Four apparent : violations: of: NRC requirements ~ were -identified,
_

-

involving: failure to utilize a Section Work Instruction as required by 10 CFR
50,1 Appendix B, Criterion-V (Paragraph 2.c); failure to have an adequate

,

-procedure for RCS draindown as-required-by 10 CFR 50, Anpendix-B,: Criterion V-
(Paragraph 2.d);Efailure to' follow the_ procedure for-draining-the RCS as

.

required for Technical- Specification-6.5. (Paragraph 2.e); .and, failure to
n -assure that the design basis for the RCS loopflevel instrument = modification

. was properly translated into drawings and specifications as _ required by._10 CFR'

50, Appendix-B, Criterion 'III: (Paragraph 2.f). -
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DETAILS

1. Persons Centacted R

#E. Yatzl, General Manager, Prairie Island Site
#M. Sellman, Plant Manager ;
#K. Albrecht, General Superintendent,_ Engineering
#M. Wadley, General Superintendent, Operations
#R. Lindsey, Assistant to the Plant Manager
#D. Schuelke, General Superintendent, Radiation Protecti9n

and Chemistry
#M. Roddemann, General Superintendent, Electrical and Instrumentation

Systems
#R. Fraser, Superintendent, Systems. Engineering-Mechanical
A. Hunstad, Staff Enginee.-

c #H. Agen, Emergency Planning Lead Production Engineer
(J. Maki, Superintendent, Electrical Systems
T. Silverberg, Shift Manager

#J. Mcdonald, Superintendent, Site Q~ality Assuranceu

#M. Pfeffer,. Senior Radiation' Protection Specialist-EP
#R. Holthe, Shift Manager
#M.- Dapas, Senior Resident Inspector, NRC
#D. Kosloff, Senior Residert Inspector, NRC
#S. Orth, Radiation Specialist, NRC
#T. Ploski, Senior Emergency Preparedness Analyst, NRC -

# Denotes those attending the March 30, 1992, management meeting.

2. Previously identified Concerns (71707. 92701. 37700. 40500. 2515/113)

a. Synopsis'

The inspectors reviewed issues. identified.in NRC. Inspection Report
50-306/92005 which was prepared by the NRC Augmented Inspection
Team 'AIT) which responded to the interruption of~ decay heat
removal that occurred on February 20, 1992. The AIT concluded
-that licensee management had made-a number of: changes in- the-
process for establishing stable-reduced-inventory _ conditions in
the reactor coolant system. Although intended as improvements,
these changes were not all adequately evaluated, either.

.
.

individually-or in _the aggregate. _ As a consequence, a combination
of factors' led to a condition where the personnel who were
draining water from the system believed they knew the current
water level when, in fact, they did not. By proceeding despite
questions about instrement and system behavior, operttors did not
exhibit an aggressive, questioning safety attitude. Water level I

went below that necessary for continued ' operation of the' in--
service cooling pump, making it necessary to shut off the pump and-
interrupt operation of the~ residual heat remov:.l. system.

'
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On the date of the event, the Unit 2 reactor was ;n a cold
shutdown condition, approximately 2 days into a scheduled
refueling outage. Reactor core cooling was being provided by one
train of the residual heat remo tl (RHR
22 in service to provide coolig flow. )RCS average temperaturesystem, with RHR pump No.
was about 133 degrees Fahrenheit (F). At 11:10 p.m. (CST
operating RHR pump was shut off by plant operators because) theit was
evidencing insufficient flow, apparently due to water level being
too low in the pump suction from the reactor coolant system (RCS).
Procedures were implemented to respond to the condition of low
water level in the RCS and no cooling flow. These procedures
provided for the addition of water and the re-establishment ofcooling flow. At 11:32 p.m. forced cooling flow was restored with '
RHR pump No. 21 in service.

The inspectors determined that prompt actions were taken to
restore RHR pump Ho. 22 tc an operable condition. One RHR pump
was restarted in less than an hour, and RCS level was promptly
raised above the reactor vessel flange. Thus, the licensee
complied with Technical Specifications (TS) 3.1. A.1.c. and
3.1. A.1.d., which limit forced cooling flow interruptions. RCS
temperature was returned to pre-event levels at about 11:36 p.m.

b. Maanitude and Rate of the RCS Heatup,

During the event, temperatures as high as 221 degrees F were
reached just above the reactor core. This temperature was
recorded by the highest reading of eight core exit thermocouples.
Since there was no forced circulation of water, there were large
volumes of water that were much cooler than the temperature sensedby the exit thermocouples. However, there was no direct method|

for indicating temperatures of the cooler fluid and, since there
B

;

was no forced circulation, determining RCS average temperaturei

required calculation.
The inspectors reviewed three independent

licensee calculations which showed that RCS average temperature
had not reached 200 degrees F, verifying that the unit did not
leave ccid shutdown.
relating to a change of operating mode.No violation occurred involving requirements

The heatup rate of some portions of RCS fluid exceeded the value
of 60 degrees F per hour stated in TS 3.1.B.I.a.l. The overallRCS heatup rate, however, did not exceed the limit. The actionrequired for this condition, specified in 3.1.B.1.b., was to
perform an engineering evaluation. The licensee performed a
conservative evaluation of the RCS pressure boundary, assuming astep heatup of 80 degrees F. The inspectors reviewed the
evahtatien and verified that the structural integrity of the
Reactor Coolant System remained acceptable for continued
operation. No violations were identified.
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c. Direct Suoervision

Final preparations for draining the RCS began on the day shift on
February 20, 1992. The Shift Manager did not use Section Work
Instruction SWI 0-34, " Conduct of Off-Normal Activities," Rev. O,
which had an effective date of January 30, 1992. SWI 0-34 stated
that RCS draindown is en example of an "off-normal" activity.
Therefore, additional review and documentation were required in
accordance with SWI 0-34. In addition, draining the RCS was an
activity affecting quality. Felure to use SWI 0-34 is an
apparent violation (306/92006-01) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V which requires that activities affecting quality be
accomplished in accordance with documented instructions
appropriate to the circumstances.

The licensee began draining the RCS a' about 5:00 p.m. The

electronic reactor vessel water level instruments were in service
but both showed " failed." The control room personnel accepted
this over-ranged condition as an expected response during the
early stages of draining when water level was above the range of
the instrument. The only level indication available to tN
operators was from the Tygon tube in the containment building.
One of the operators in the control room was in constant
communication with the operator in the containment building to
obtain level information.

Draining was stopped for shift turnover and began again at about
7:34 p.m. The oncoming shift manager did not notice that SWI 0-34
had not been used by the offgoing shift manager. SWI 0-34 did not
address review when an "off-normal" activity was interrupted by a
shift change. The night shift manager had prepared himself for
draining the RCS by studying the draining procedures at home prior
to coming on shift. Although he identified questions abs ct the
draining process, he did not notice that important directions (see
section 2.d.) were missing from procedure D2.

No a had been formally assigned as the individual in charge of
draining. The operator considered in charge was the junior of the
two operators in the control room directly involved .vith the

Although both operators felt responsible for conductingdraining.
the activity, lack of a specific assignment appeared to diffuse
each individual's sense of who was personally responsible for
directing the activity. A third operator was responsible for
filling and draining one of the steam generators. Although he
remained cognizant of the RCS draining and occasionally discussed
the activity with the other two operators, his interaction was
limited. Calculating and verifying the level corrections
continuously occupied both of the participating operators. This
also diminished bath operators ability to give their activity a
broad overview. Assignment of a single individual responsible
only for overview of the draining activity would have provided a

4
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continuous focal point for concerns that developed during the
activity and could have prevented the event.

The shift supervisor and the shift manager were in the control
room most of the time during the draining and checked on the
activity periodically. The shift manager also performed a
calculation (not required by the procedure until draining was
completed) at 10:50 p.m. to determine the time remaining before
completion of the drain-down. This was based on total volume
drained, using the indicated level of the holdup tank which was
collecting the reactor coolant. An inaccurate conversion number
from the plant tank data book was used. A time to completion of
32 minutes was determined and announced to the crew. A more
accurate conversion (derived from values in D2) used in previous
draindowns would have indicated a time to completion of 17
mirutes. Had the more accurate conversion number been used, the
inaccurate level information might have been recognized sooner.
The tank data book was not a controlled document. Thus, its lack
of accuracy was not a regulatory violation. It has been removed
from the control room to better control its use.

<d. Procedural Controls ;
,

The procedure in effect for the RCS draindown was procedure 02,
"RCS Reduced Inventory Operation," Revision 21, dated February 6,
1992. The AIT observed that this procedure had many weaknesses.
Draining the RCS is an activity that affects quality. Therefore,
procedure D2 is subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B. The inspecters reviewed the AIT report and procedure
D? and discussed the procedure with licensee personnel. The
inspectors determined that D2 was not appropriate to the
circumstances of its use because the procedure:

(1) did not specify an indicated Tygon tube level at which to
verify that the wide range Emergency Response Computer
System (ERCS) level indication was functioning;

(2) did not provide adequate direction for controlling RCS
pressure or provide a precaution indicating RCS pressure ,

higher than about 3 psig would prevent the ERCS level
indicators from functioning;

(3) did not specify any frequency for calculatino holdup tank
volume for comparison with level indication uring the
draining operation;

! (4) did not clearly specify a level-to-volume ratio to be used
to calculate heldup tank volume; and,

(5) did not specify a frequency for recording level instrument
readings or RCS pressure.

5
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This is an apparent violation (306/92006-02) of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V, which requires that activities affecting
quality be prescribed by procedures appropriate to the
circumstances.

e. Procedure Comoliance

Although the procedure D2 was inadequate in some particulars, it
did include direction for the operators to ensure that the
electronic level indicators be operable prior to entering reduced
inventory. The electronic level instrumentation provided
indication in the control room through the Emergency Response
Computer System (ERCS). This information was not provided in a
single step. However, had the operators or on-shift management
exhibited an adequate aggressive, questioning safety attitude the
direction in the procedure would have been sufficient to ensure
that the electronic instrumentation was available. Had the
electronic instrumentation been available the event probably would
not have occurred.

Step 1.0 of D2 stated that a reduced inventory condition. < <ists
whenever reactor vessel water level is lower than three feet below
the reactor vessel flange. This step also stated that it was of
the " utmost importance" that all operations personnel involved
with draining of the RCS were " intimately familiar with all
aspects" of the procedure. Step 2.2.3A. of 02 stated that for a
system to be operable, all necesscry, attendant instrumentation
required for the system to perform its anction must also be
capable of performing its related support function. A note prior
to step 4.10 stated that ERCS shall be operable prior to entering
reduced inventory. Discussion with licensee management confirmed
that the intent of D2 was for the electronic level instrumentation
to be operable when the plant was in a reduced inventory
condition.

On February 20, 1992, the operators knew when reactor vessel water
level was lower than 3 feet below the reactor vessel flange and
they knew that the electronic level instruments were not providing
indication at that time. Failure to insure that the electronic
level indication was operable when the reactor vessel water level
was lower than three feet below the reactor vessel flange is an
apparent violation (306/92006--03) of TS 6.5 which requires that
detailed written procedures covering plant operations be followed.

f. Instrumentation,

Reactor coolant system (RCS) level indication for reduced
inventory operations was to be provided by electronic pressure,

transmitters connected to each of the reactor coolant loops and a
simple, permanently installed, "Tygon tube" in which the water
level could be observed locally inside the containment building.

6
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All three level measuring devices were referenced to the
containment atmosphere.

The electronic level indication was observed in the control room
using the Emergency Response Computer System (ERCS). The Tygon
tube levels _were communicated to the control room by radio call
from a " tube watch" operator who was stationed at the tube to
observe the water level.

The electronic level transmitters provided both wide range and
narrow range indication. The wide range span was 0 to 100 inches.
The narrow range was the bottom 28 inches of the wide range. The
level indication was automatically compensated for any nitrogen
overpressure on the RCS by a pressure- signal from a pressure
transmitter for the pressurizer relief tank. If the level sensed

-

by the transmitter exceeded its range capability, the computer
indicated a " failed" condition for the level transmitters. This
condition existed during the event whenever the nitrogen
overpressure was greater than about 3 psig.

Overpressure compensation for the Tygon tube readings was
accomplished with a table in procedure D2 which provided a
correctOn value for the water level. The table could accommodate
overpresares up to 1.5 psig. Compensation above 1.5 psig was
calculated using a correction factor in D2. Pressure used for
correction of the Tyoon tube level reading was obtained from the
seme pressure transmitter that compensated both chmels of the
electronic level indication. This design weakws O d not
directly affect the February 20 event.

ihe licensee stated that the intent of-the design was to provide
three mutually independent level indications, two electronic and
one manual. Therefore, the design basis for the electronic level
instrumentation included the requirement that the two channels be
independent from each other and from the Tygon tube level
indication. When the licensee issued-modification package 86Y740,
"RCS Loop Level Indication" on January 3, 1990, it_did not assure

-

that the design basis on~ instrument independence was properly.-

translated into drawings- and specifications. This is an apparent
violation (306/92006-04)-of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
which requires that the design basis be correctly translated into
specifications and drawings.

<

g. Enaineerina Support

A system engineer,-on duty to assist in this draindown, had
limited -experience, having participated only -in the first one-
third of a prior draindown. A final functional' test. of the level
instrumentation ~ had been assigned as a collateral duty of this
System Engineer, to be completed during the draindown. During
previous-draindowns, an experienced engineer had given continuous-
direct support to the operating crew,-providing direction.on
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adjusting nitrogen pressure and drain rates and performing
required calculations.

Work Request (WR) S0129-RC-Q was used to control the final
functional test. The WR included a procedure that had been
written by the engineer who had supported the previous draindown
and had been reviewed by the System Engineer who provided support
for the February 20, draindown. The WR procedure was also
reviewed by the onsite review committee and a quali.y a mp m ce

,

representative. The WR procedure included the folle rt
"for this draindown (nitrogen) pressure should M "de 34
allow the new lvcel indications to come on s.?e v C .,

possible." The system engineer did not re W h P g / . *.id
the intent was not met. No one else in tha % r,< ra ' ad the
WR procedure. However, since the note recoa ..! d s p'.cthan
required a specific action, the inspectors conddh.a there was no
violation of the WR procedure.

3. Licensee Event ReDort (92700)

The inspectors reviewed the following Licensee Event Report (LER) by
direct observation, discussions with licensee personnel, and review of
records. The review addressed compliance with Technical Specifications
and reporting requirements and, as applicable, that immediate corrective
action and appropriate action to prevent recurrence had been,

accomplished.

(00en) LER 306/92-002: Interruption of One Train of Residual Heat
Removal During a Unit 2 Reactor Coolant System Draining Operation.

This LER describes the event that is the subject of this inspection
report. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's stated corrective
actions, of which 17 were specifically identified. The inspectors and
the AIT verified that the licensee had completed 15 of the 17 specific
corrective actions. Corrective action 14, "Other procedures involving
RHR manipulatinns were reviewed, and some changed, to be more
conservative in the valving operations associated with RHR," and

-

corrective action 16, " Power Supply Quality Assurance has performed
surveillances on both the Reactor Co; ant System draining and the
Modification package which installed the new Reduced Inventory
equipment," will be reviewed in future insoections. The report also
stated that the licensee was developing a long term action plan to
implement improvements in procedures, hardware, training, and management
of draining operations and other critical functions. The licensee will
document the long term action plan in a supplement to the LER. The
inspectors observed the licensee's task force activities and verified
that the long term action plan, as currently established, is
compre!.ensive. This LER will remain open until corrective actions 14
and 16 are reviewed by the inspectors. The long term action plan will
be reviewed during-future inspections.

4. tLa.naaement Interview

8
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The inspectors met with licensee representatives denoted in Paragraph 1
on March 30, 1992, to discuss the scope and findings of the inspection
as described in these details. The inspectors also discussed the likely
information content of the inspection report with regard to documents or

i

processes reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection. The
lics.nsee did not identify any documents or processes as proprietary,

l
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